
Stink Studios Website Fixes 

1. Missing Benefit and Missing Title Font 

 

Careers Page. The carousel is designed to use three items, but it seems that the first icon 

has been lost. The font for “Global benefits” hasn’t been set, it defaults to Times New Roman. 

 

2. Missing SVG Icon, Unnecessary Selectable Text 

 

About Page. FWA icon is missing because the width and height CSS hasn’t been set, when 

this is fixed it unfortunately loads with the wrong fill colour, shown on the right.  

Clicking on any of these award numbers to try and learn more about the awards received 

highlights the text, creating the visual effect shown on the left image; the highlight flickers in 

and out on hover due to the pseudo-elements rising and falling in front of the SVG. Consider 

using user-select: none; to prevent this. 

 

 



3. Photo Quality 

 

About Page. It looks like Mark needs a new photo as his image is blurry and cropped 

incorrectly. All the other images load fine for this section. 

 

4. Product Carousel Text 

About Page. The automatic carousel moves too fast to read the text comfortably. Consider 

either a button to pause the carousel, lengthening the reading time, or shortening the 

Switchboard pitch. 

 

 



5. Web Contrast Accessibility Concerns 

Site wide. The open invitation encouragement is quite difficult to read, written in small font 

and in a low contrast colour. It fails to meet WCAG AA or AAA standards, with a contrast 

ratio of 1.8 to the expected minimum 4.5. 

 

6. All Images are Loaded Twice 

 

Site wide. You could save 1.1MB of mobile data if the images on your homepage were only 

loaded once. Images throughout the site are generally sized appropriately, however two 

images for your most recent project, the Google Bug Hunters program, have not been 

resized. Because they load twice, they take over 15MB worth of data to load from mobile 

users. 



 

It’s also difficult to see website detail in these images on mobile, consider cropping them or 

providing a way to enlarge them. 

 

7. Lighthouse Considerations 

 

Site wide. Lighthouse is generally useful check-up for how a webpage is performing. The 

accessibility section brings up contrast ratio issues noted earlier, there are also some security 

issues with incorrectly labelled external links in the social media section, a missing image alt 

text and a missing metadata description tag. 


